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Multiple Aspects of R&D
Must Be Optimized to Foster Innovation
Roger Aeschbacher*

Abstract: On October 27, 2004, Prof. Dr. Daniel Gygax received the annual award for R&D of the Canton Baselland.
This important prize was presented to Daniel Gygax by the minister for education of the canton Baselland, Mr. Urs
Wüthrich-Pelloli. In his address the executive politician highlighted the exemplary role that Daniel Gygax plays in
facilitating technology transfer between academia and industry in biotechnology. This is therefore a good reason
and a good opportunity to have a closer look both at what biotechnological competences Daniel Gygax has built
up at the Chemistry Department of the University of Applied Sciences in Muttenz (FHBB) and at how R&D of Swiss
Universities of Applied Sciences can help foster innovation today.
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The Importance of Biotechnology
for Switzerland
Biotechnology is a core technology of the
21st century. It promises to generate novel
instruments to tackle as yet unmet medical
needs and to develop interesting products
for multiple purposes in the life sciences.
But as with all technological revolutions,
inventions do not suffice to build industries.
Industrialization and the build-up of a sus-
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tained economic development of a Biotech
industry need, in addition, an effective technology transfer.
When presenting the R&D award of the
Canton Baselland to Prof. Daniel Gygax
on October 27, 2004, Mr. Wüthrich did not
overlook the fact that Switzerland still has
room for improvement in this respect: “For
all too long, we thought that it was sufficient to excel in basic research. Then, we
believed, innovations would automatically
materialize. But basic research on its own
is not enough. Inventions are not the same
thing as innovations” [1]. Mr. Wüthrich then
went on to stress that technology transfer
is a much needed element responsible for
the value generating transfer of ideas into
marketable products. Enabling, promoting
and sustaining such a technology transfer
is, however, a difficult task. Multiple target conflicts, e.g. the wish to analyze scientific questions in detail and the need to
bring products onto markets fast, must be
reconciled.
Thus, an R&D person must, first of all,
be an excellent scientist. He, or she, must
recognize and understand inventions and be
inspired by their implications. Secondly, he
must be an engineer and technologist to be
able to determine the necessary complex-

ity of a realization. Thirdly, he must understand the needs of potential customers as a
prerequisite to selecting the most profitable
project to be implemented. Because Daniel Gygax has excelled in all these roles,
in an exemplary and inspiring way, he was
awarded the annual award for R&D of the
Canton Baselland, along with the sum of
20,000 CHF.

Building-up Competences in Biotechnology
Daniel Gygax has built up biotechnology research at the FHBB in Muttenz near
Basel since 1999. This work includes the
development of multiple lectures in biotechnology, a prerequisite to repositioning
the Chemistry Department strategically,
in order to focus on the life sciences. Today Daniel Gygax leads a group of ten
researchers. Several of these scientists are
employed for specific projects. Small projects, such as feasibility studies, are supported directly by the university. Larger
projects are supported by the Swiss Commission for Technology and Innovation
(CTI) as well as by private partners. This financial support highlights the value that ex-

